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ULTRADEEP MASSIVE GALAXIES’ VIEW 
detec%ng	  stellar	  haloes	  at	  <	  z	  >	  =	  0.65!!	  
Fernando Buitrago (IfA, Univ. of Edinburgh & future FCT fellow) 

ABSTRACT We have studied the six most massive (Mstellar > 5x1010 M⊙) 
galaxies within the Hubble Ultra Deep Field1,2 at z < 1 in order to test 
the inside-out growth for this galaxy population. Current ideas about 
their evolution suggest these objects grow by a large factor in size3 
and change dramatically the rest of their visual properties4,5 by 
accreting an extended outer envelope through minor merging. Our 
results agree with this rendition, while we are able to quantify for the 
first time the fraction of light & mass in these stellar haloes (10-20%, 
at distances > 10 kpc) at this cosmic era, retrieving also the mass 
(ΔM/Mgal~10% Gyr -1) in ongoing mergers. 
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLOTS 
Left side: HUDF12 WFC3 images for our sample. Color palette ranges 
from 18 to 30 mag arcsec–2. The superb HST resolution (PSF FWHM 
~0.18”, ~1.25 kpc at z = 0.65) and the careful data reduction allow us 
to see the halo substructure. 
Right side: H-band surface brightness profiles for the HUDF12, XDF 
and CANDELS surveys. Overplotted are our PSF-convolved four 
Sérsic and Van der Wel6 single Sérsic fits. Dashed vertical lines are 
the measured effective radii while the black line marks our limit for the 
galaxies’ surface brightness profiles (31 mag arcsec-2). This value 
translates into ~29 mag arcsec-2 restframe or > 25 effective radii, i.e., 
analysing these profiles to the same level of detail (sometimes 100 
kpc!) as in the local Universe but this time at < z > = 0.65. 

TAKE AWAY POINTS 
• Our derived total structural parameters are similar 

to the determination in shallower observations è 
previously reported size-mass relation is accurate 

• 4 out 6 galaxies sit on the local size-mass relation 
• The relative importance of stellar haloes in early-

types seems to be greater than for late-types 
•  I have created two papers close to submission, I 

appreciate any feedback you can give me 

Assembly of ETGs at z∼0.65 in the HUDF12 3

Figure 1. Montage with the HUDF12 WFC3 images from our sample of massive ETGs, also showing their spectroscopic redshifts and
photometric masses. These are the stacked HST NIR images, and the colour palette ranges from 18 to 30 mag arcsec2. The superb WFC3
resolution (approximately 0.18 arcsec, ∼1.25 kpc at z = 0.65, the median redshift of our observations) allow us to see the huge stellar
envelopes for these objects, apart from broad fans of stars or shells (for irac160707 and irac161317) and other asymmetries. It is also
striking the presence of so many likely satellites, which may well better contribute to the size increase of the massive objects via minor
merging.

Table 1. List of galaxies

Galaxy name R.A. Dec. zspec Mass Scale re,H−band re,circ,H−band axis ratio Pos. angle
[J2000] [J2000] [log(M⊙)] [kpc/arcsec] [arcsec] [kpc]

HUDF-1 53.16161013 -27.78029580 0.619 10.42+0.03
−0.03 6.783 0.36±0.02 1.79±0.15 0.54 33.45

HUDF-2 53.17252742 -27.78817220 0.622 10.81+0.16
−0.03 6.796 0.76±0.06 3.70±0.35 0.52 -47.07

HUDF-3 53.14893098 -27.79976429 0.664 10.90+0.05
−0.01 6.992 0.43±0.03 2.70±0.21 0.81 -26.74

HUDF-4 53.16341271 -27.79961808 0.665 10.81+0.07
−0.03 6.996 0.25±0.02 1.59±0.11 0.83 22.03

HUDF-5 53.15543311 -27.79156223 0.667 11.19+0.09
−0.05 7.005 0.66±0.05 4.36±0.34 0.90 75.22

HUDF-6 53.15491429 -27.76895028 1.096 11.43+0.00
−0.03 8.167 0.69±0.05 4.62±0.32 0.68 68.55

the limited size of our PSF. However, for the three galax-
ies with bumps in their SDSS profiles (the ones likely to be
involved in a merger episode), there is a hint towards red-
der colors in the external parts. This will be in agreement
with La Barbera et al. (2012), where the authors conclude
that this behaviour stems from the outskirts being older and
more metal-poor than the galaxy core, and thus a further

proof for the importance of minor merging, as the galaxies
continuously accrete small satellites whose stars were born
at very high redshift.

Figure 4 provides a quantification of the amount of light
(both for the reddest filter, the H-band, and the z-band rest-
frame which is the band for the size-mass relation effective
radii) and mass contained in our sample. Between 20% and
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Figure 5. Comparison of the observed H-band surface brightness profiles for the HUDF12, XDF and CANDELS surveys. 1σ errors
are displayed by thickening the profiles. Overplotted are the PSF-convolved four Sérsic fits and van der Wel single Sérsic profiles. The
circularised effective radii for HUDF12 and CANDELS are represented by the coloured dashed lines, while the black line indicates our 31
mag arcsec−2 limit. For all cases, only HUDF12 is able to retrieve the extended stellar envelopes, because of the way its data reduction
was performed (look at the sharp drop in the yellow –XDF– and red –CANDELS– profiles where the surface brightness shape is strongly
affected even at intermediate galactocentric distances of about 40 kpc).

4.1 Comparison with Liu et al. (2013) results

One of the galaxies in our sample, namely HUDF-6, has
been the object at study in Liu et al. (2013, GOODS-S
J033237.19274608.1). In that paper, the authors claimed a
cD nature for this object based on its extended envelope (as
seen in HUDF09 data) and the fact that it resides in a galaxy
overdensity (Salimbeni et al. 2009). Both the reported stellar
mass (log M/M⊙ = 11.48 ± 0.08) and size (re = 5.19 kpc)
are similar to ours (log M/M⊙ = 11.43 ± 0.03; re = 4.62 ±
0.24 kpc). Another interesting information for this massive
galaxy is its large velocity dispersion (σ = 324 ± 32 km s−1

in van der Wel et al. 2005) and its confirmed passive nature
(weak [OII] emission and Hδ absorption). The authors also
carried out a comprehensive analysis of the surface bright-
ness of the galaxy’s outer parts, arguing about such large

envelopes are found only in cD galaxies. The fact that this
galaxy is placed close to the mean value of the size-mass
relation at its redshift (less than 1 kpc from the fiducial val-
ues at its stellar mass in Buitrago et al. (2008) and van der
Wel et al. (2014) relationships) and the ubiquity of similar
stellar envelopes in our HUDF12 imaging suggest we cannot
define this object as an ETG with anomalously extended
outskirts, which is the definition for a cD galaxy (Oemler
1976; Schombert 1988).

4.2 The impact on the mass-size relation

We show in the Fig. 7 the z-band restframe circularized ef-
fective radii and masses for our galaxy sample (black points).
As a reference, we overplot with solid lines the local mass-
size relation for SDSS (red line; Shen et al. 2003), GAMA
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